Tailoring of surfaces with ultrathin polymer films for survival and growth of neurons in culture.
We have studied the adhesion, growth, and survival of dissociated cells of rat cerebellum onto glass surfaces derivatized with covalently bound ultrathin polymer layers. The surface coatings were prepared by growing polymer chains directly at the surfaces of solid substrates by using self-assembled monolayers of radical chain initiators. Methacrylate and acrylamide polymers with different polarities were covalently attached to the surfaces and the adhesion behaviour of the neuronal cells to these surfaces was studied. Best adhesion and neurite outgrowth properties were found using a positively charged polymer (poly(methacryloyl oxypropyl (trimethyl ammonium) bromide)). This 'grafting from' method for the generation of surface modifications can be used for tailoring the composition of the surface of the substrates. Our experiments demonstrate the potential of these layers for the design of polymeric surface coatings for long term stability of neuronal culture.